TPA – Third Party Administration
Global solutions. Local expertise.
We offer a comprehensive accident management service to insurance
companies, brokers and businesses. Our platform guarantees a highly
professional and efficient result which is adapted to the needs of each
account, and participate in all or part of handling of the accident and
providing our clients with value.

Personal lines
Residential, trips, health,
electronic devices, etc.

Commercial lines
SME, transport, construction,
CL, institutions, company,
etc.

Liability
Post-work, professional,
business products, etc.

For more information or to provide new instructions, please
contact us at:

Ana Franco de Sarabia
Country Manager
M . +34 682.498.845
O . +34 915.663.215
E . ana.francodesarabia@es.sedgwick.com

Juan Carlos Sánchez
TPA Director
M . +34 691.437.184
O . +34 91.566.3210

Motor

E . juancarlos.sanchez@es.sedgwick.com

Private vehicles, fleets,
recreational and fishing
boats, etc.

CAT
Unseasonable hurricane,
flooding, earthquakes,
rough weather, etc.
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Any type of “on desk” file
management with access to
Sedgwick’s worldwide network.

Services provided in several
languages: English, French,
German, Spanish, etc.

Team
We have a team with a lot of experience in loss adjusting, management and
processing that have high technical qualifications (attorneys and senior claims
handlers) and vast knowledge of current regulations.

Training
We develop training processes focused on constant updates, as well as fulfilling
the most demanding quality parameters.

Comprehensive management

Centralized information,
account management and
delegated authority payments.

We guarantee comprehensive incident management, whether it is from start to
finish or taking part in any of the processes in between, and rely on the most
cutting-edge developments with the goal of offering the best results.
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Claims management
anywhere in the world.
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